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Abstract: We demonstrate that in near field imaging, interaction between
light and sample can be divided into two main areas: the true near field
and the contrast near field domain. We performed extensive numerical
simulations in order to identify the limits of these areas, and to investigate
contrast near field imaging in which much easier propagationcalculation can
be achieved. Finally, we show an application with terahertzaxonal imaging.
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1. Introduction

Near field optics offers the possibility of imaging with a precision much better than the wave-
length of the electromagnetic radiation employed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In any near field optical
system an electromagnetic wave is constrained to propagatein a volume of characteristic size
smaller than the wavelength. Therefore, light emerging from this spatially constraining system
has a higher spatial frequency, and then is able to image withsubwavelength precision.

Mutual effect of induced electromagnetic fields on both probe and sample is at the core of
near field interaction. In Far Field (FF) imaging, the sampledoes not modify the field around
the probe. On the contrary, in near field imaging the sample alters the electromagnetic limit
conditions at the probe and thus transforms the field.

These interactions are the source of the complexity of near field analysis and a reason why
finite element programming [7, 8, 9, 10] are used in near field interaction. Complete analysis
of experimental work is often impossible and near field imaging would profit from a simpler
method of analyze. Then, is there a domain where spatial enhancement of near field imaging
can be used, and where the sample does not strongly modify thefield in the probe?

In this paper we demonstrate the existence of two specific processes in near field imaging,
namely True Near Field (TNF) imaging and Contrast Near Field(CNF) imaging. In TNF imag-
ing, probe and sample have strong and complex interactions,thus analyzing the electromagnetic
field propagation can only be done by three dimensional (3D) finite element programming. In
CNF imaging, the effect of the sample on the probe allows approximations on the field prop-
agation around the probe and then offers a much simpler and faster way to model the signal.
Analyzing a CNF experiment is then performed in two steps: first, a full 3D finite element
programming is locally performed to evaluate the electric field in the probe alone, and second,
this field is propagated by Green functions through the sample. We performed extensive finite
element programming in order to characterize both processes. Finally, we show an application
in terahertz near field imaging of axons.

2. Simulation model and results

Near field interactions have been studied with two differentmethods of simulation. First, we
carried out the direct resolution of Maxwell’s equations through full 3Dab initio finite element
(FEM) analysis method of the electric field propagation through the aperture and the sample
[8, 9, 11, 10]. This method provides quantitative information on the field distribution in the
probe and all over the sample. Our work is focused on near fieldimaging with aperture, but
results can be extended to apertureless near field imaging,i.e. imaging with a tip. Large sets
of parameters have been tested to fully characterize the aperture properties: values from 50 to
106 for both real and imaginary part of the relative permittivity, or values from 102 to 1010

for the conductivity have been tested (values are given in Gaussian units). Results differ from
negligible quantities in all simulations. All theses values cover characteristics of metals and
dielec trics from the visible to the terahertz range.

Second, the resolution of Maxwell’s equation was carried out with 3D FEM on the aperture
alone. Then, the electric field in the aperture is extracted.Classic scalar Green functions [12]
are used to propagate the electric field from the aperture through the sample to the detection
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Fig. 1. Principle of near field imaging with aperture

domain. The propagation is calculated by the convolution between the Green functions and
the field in the hole at the point where the field is detected. This method is called the Green
Function Propagation (GFP) method.

Trying to find out general considerations was a major purposeof this study. Numerous sim-
ulations have been performed with large sets of shape and size for both apertures and samples.
Only simulations with circular aperture of diameterD and spherical samples of diametera are
detailed here (Figure 1). Results of the model confirmed that, for most sample with a com-
pact topology (no holes in the sample) and for most aperture,the relevant variables are the
characteristic size of the sample and the aperture.

As our interest is focused on near field interactions, special care was provided to the mesh. In
each simulations typical mesh size wasλ /700 inside the aperture and near the sample, and was
λ /5 in the rest of the box of simulation, withλ being the wavelength of the electromagnetic
field in vacuum. Another very important point is that theoretical calculations [13, 14] show that
in subwavelength aperture, the electric field diverges nearthe edges. When the propagation of
electromagnetic field is studied with FEM programming, the volume studied is meshed, and
then the field is propagated from one piece of the mesh to another. The mesh is generated with
a specific mean value of point to point distance. This mean distance corresponds to the elec-
tromagnetic field spatial precision. Inside the subwavelength aperture, the maximum electric
field value is correlated to the mesh size, so the mesh has to belocked inside the hole in order
to compare different simulations. Furthermore, when the sample is put close to the aperture,
the mesh geometry might be modified, generating artificial strong field domains, with conse-
quences on the simulation validity. All meshes used in all simulations have been specifically
prepared to keep the mean point to point distance constant inside and near the aperture, and
locked to avoid strong wrapping when samples are put near theaperture. Finally, a program
was designed to detect anomalous strong field domain and reject these simulations.

Two parameters are defined to understand near field interactions. The first one is linked to
the physical detection, and is the difference∆ between the electric fields calculated by 3D FEM
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Fig. 2. Example for a spherical sample of normalized size 0.2 of the evolution of∇ M and
∆ with normalized distanceL/D. Three domains have been pointed out: the true near field
domain (TNF), the contrast near field domain (CNF), and the far field domain (FF). The
red lines are the exponential fits in the CNF domain. The green lines are FF references.

method and GFP at the detection point in the far field domain. The second one is linked to the
very structure of near field interaction and is the maximal electric field gradient∇ M inside the
aperture. An example of the evolution of∆ and∇ M with respect to the distanceL between the
sample and the aperture is shown in Figure 2. For purpose of generality, most distances are
normalized to the aperture size.

Three domains are observable: a domain where∆ is almost null, and where the difference
between∇ M and∇ o

M, the value of∇ M with no sample, is negligible. This domain corresponds
to the FF domain. As the distance decreases,∆ and ∇ M differ from their FF values. First, the
evolution of both parameters is monotone, the limit of this domain is the distanceLc (where
∆ can no longer be approximated 0 or∇ M to ∇ o

M). The behavior of∆ and ∇ M is no longer
monotone whenL < Lc and corresponds to a third domain appears as the distance keeps on
decreasing, characterized by a more complex behavior. In all simulations similar behavior for
both parameters have been encountered. To further investigate the limit and the behavior of the
electric field in the two near field domains, we studied the evolution of Lc versusa/D andD/λ
(Figure 3), and the evolution ofnablaM and∆ versusD/λ , a/D, and the normalized shifted
distanced = (L−Lc)/D (Figure 4). It should be noticed thatLc and ∇ M are independent of
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the normalized distanceLc/D versusa/D. The point color is related
to D/λ : black for 1/3, red for 1/4, green for 1/5, blue for 1/6, cyan for 1/7, magenta for
1/8, yellow for 1/9. The black line is the linear fit of the simulations. The shape of points
is related to the simulation, circles for∇ M and squares for∆

the aperture and sample size in all simulations.Lc has exactly the same behavior whether it
is extracted from∆ or ∇ M data, and is a linear function of the normalized size of the sample.
WhenL > Lc the evolution of both∇ M and∆ is a decreasing exponential function ofd, with a
characteristic distanceD/10.

Results onLc and∇ M confirm the existence of two domains in near field interactions. From
the limit of FF domain to the distanceLc, it is the CNF interaction domain. In this part of space,
∇ M can be approximated to∇ o

M and∆ to 0. In a more physical matter, in this domain the sample
”feels” the near field effect of the aperture, but modifies only slightly the electric field in the
aperture. So there can be a separation between the field evaluation in the hole and the field
propagation through the sample.

Inside the domain limited by a sphere centered on the aperture and of radiusLc, differences
between 3D FEM analysis and GFP analysis become strong and very dependent on the size
and the shape of both the aperture and the sample. This domainis the TNF interaction domain.
Modeling in TNF domain can only be made with FEM analysis. Theinteractions between the
sample and the aperture are strong and complex, the sample modifies the electric field inside the
aperture, changing both its intensity and shape, avoiding aGFP analysis of the experiment. One
may notice that this great sensitivity is the reason why∇ M can not describe the TNF interaction
behavior.

One conclusion is that∆ and∇ M have a correlated behavior, a criterion used on one of them
can be applied to the other. But∆ is far more sensitive to geometric variations, and is also
sensitive to the nature of the near field experiment. It was found that∇ M is more stable to
geometric variations, simpler to analyze, and equally linked to near field interaction.

Finally as neither∆ nor ∇ M can describe near field interaction in the TNF domain, a param-
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Fig. 4. Evolution of∇ M and∆ with the normalized displacement distance(L−Lc)/D, for 3
aperture sizes:λ /3 (red),λ /6 (green),λ /10 (blue). For each aperture size 6 values ofa/D
are calculated: 0.05 (circle), 0.1 (square), 0.15 (up triangle),0.2 (down triangle),0.4 (left
triangle), 0.5 (right triangle). The black line is the exponential fit of the simulation data and
the green line is the FF value. On both fits the characteristic distance of the exponential is
D/10.

eter related to the spatial electric field topology should beused. The number of extrema of the
electric fieldN was one of the parameters considered. When the sample is in theCNF or FF
domainsN is equal to 1 (Figure 5). In the TNF domain, all samples modifystrongly the electric
field in the aperture andN > 1. This parameter quantitatively describes the effect of the sample
on the field in the hole, more precisely it characterizes the topology changes of the electric field.

The limit between theN = 1 domain and theN > 1 is also found to be very close toLc,
confirming thatLc is the frontier between TNF and CNF domain. It illustrates the link between
electric field topology in the aperture (N), electric field characteristic changes in the aperture
(∇ M) and differences between 3D FEM and GFP programming (∆).

3. Applications

The concepts previously described have been applied to terahertz imaging [11, 15, 16, 17], and
more precisely terahertz axons imaging. It has been recently proved that the high sensitivity of
terahertz radiation to ion concentration could be used in axon imaging [11]. Most Axons are
small compared to terahertz wavelength. Therefore, near field optics is necessary. However, the
reduction of the aperture size is limited by the available experimental signal to noise ratio, and
by the strong absorption by water (100µm of water absorbs approximately 50% of the signal
at 1 THz). Therefore, a compromise has to be found between precision and detection.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the normalized electric field (along incident polarization)in the hole
with the normalized position, when the sample is in the TNF domain (black), andin the
CNF domain (red). On both curves the sample is centered aperture.

Femtosecond Laser
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Emitter Detector

Fig. 6. Experimental setup. Terahertz generation and detection with photoconductive an-
tenna. A femtosecond pulse generates terahertz pulses, which propagate through the sub-
wavelength aperture and sample, and which are detected in amplitude by thedetector an-
tenna.
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the normalized transmitted electric field versus the axon position in
TNF conditions (A, L=80µm) and with CNF conditions (B, L=140µm)). The black dots
are the experimental data, the red line is the full 3D FEM simulation fit, and the green line
is the GFP fit.

We have performed experiments with broadband linearly polarized subpicosecond single
cycle pulses of terahertz radiation, generated and coherently detected by illuminating pho-
toconductive antennas with two synchronized femtosecond laser pulses (Fig. 6). Near-field
microscopy with aperture was performed by focusing the terahertz radiation with a hyper-
hemispherical Teflon lens onto a subwavelength-diameter hole (100µm). A neural tube of earth
worm plunged in a Ringer solution [11] was put behind the aperture, then the transmitted tera-
hertz radiation was focused by another hemispherical lens to the photoconductive detector. The
imaging process consisted on moving the neural tube in frontof the aperture, and measuring the
transmitted electric field for each position. In a first experiment the neural tube is put closely
after the aperture (80µm), in a second one the neural tube is put 140µm after it. Results are
on Figure??A and 7B. All results were analyzed using the two methods described before: we
performed a full 3D FEM analysis of the complete near field setup as well as GFP analysis.
Both fits are shown on Figure 7. The difference between TNF andCNF is easily noticeable
in the first experiment, only the complete simulation with finite element can fit the data. So a
complete set of simulations is required to find physical quantities, such as the axon diameter.
On the contrary the second experiment is well fitted by both methods. The fits are almost iden-
tical. However, the second fitting method is much simpler. With this method only one simple
simulation followed by Green function propagation and geometrical optimization is necessary
to extract physical quantities. The results are consistentwith the theoretical value ofLc, found
to be 105µm. Therefore, it is more useful here to keep the distance between the sample and the
probe in the C NF domain in order to get a very simple signal to analyze. Using this method we
have been able to measure the axon size of the sample at 78±1µm. Furthermore, we measured
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axon diameter variations, due to axonal water swelling, with a relative precision of 0.001 using
the contrast near field imaging and the analysis cited before[11].

4. Conclusion

In this paper we have showed that in near field interaction, two domains can be separated: true
near field domain and contrast near field domain. In the true near field domain, both probe
and sample strongly interact, and the field in the probe is altered by the sample. In contrast
near field domain, near field interactions still enhance spatial resolution, but the sample has a
small effect on the field in the aperture. Analyzing an experiment in true near field conditions
implies a full 3D FEM simulation. On the contrary, analyzingan experiment in contrast near
field conditions, implies only a full 3D FEM simulation of theprobe, followed by simple Green
function propagation of the field on the probe over the model of the sample. It is a much simpler
and a much faster way to analyze the data and it offers the possibility of extracting precise
physical quantities from near field experiments.
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